Connecticut Business Entrance

Style
S170

Lighting Design: SRSA
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Walkway:
Dimensions: Concrete walkway = 5' wide x 70' long; Adjacent lawn area = 10' wide x 70' long
Lighting: (5) S170-0700-X-12-1-VX-0-30-00 on custom vertical stanchion with matching finish
Illuminance: Walkway = 6 fcai; lawn 1.08 fcai
Power Density: 0.76 W/sf of illuminated surfaces

fraqtir Style S170 LED
This restored 1903 textiles factory
building now houses offices,
manufacturing, and a government
agency tenant. The Italianate style
exterior includes many original
features of early 20th century
industrial architecture: corbelled
cornices, blue stone sills, brick piers
and segmented arch fenestration.
The complex was placed on the
National Register of Historic Places
in 1983.
The walkway leading to the lobby
entrance is illuminated by custom
outdoor post mounted luminaires.
The 100 watt tungsten halogen
luminaires installed in the early
1990s were replaced with 18 watt
fraqtir Style S170 outdoor units.
The original custom stanchions and
internal wiring were reused to reduce
waste and minimize installation
labor.
The proprietary fraqtir optics
shape the light from the LEDs into
an asymmetric distribution, which
illuminates the walkway and projects
light across the adjacent lawn.
Luminaires are spaced at 14 feet
on-center and the stanchions place
the luminaires at 35 inches above
grade. The S170’s optional cutoff
visor minimizes light trespass by
shielding the lens brightness without
disturbing the forward and lateral
throw across the ground.

The 82% reduction in connected load equates to over $200 in annual
energy savings for these 5 luminaires alone and the extended service
life of 54,000+ hours will save over $150 per year in lamp replacement
and maintenance costs. Style S170 features all aluminum and stainless
steel construction, all gaskets are silicone for long life, and a tempered
glass lens provides a high impact weathertight seal for the light engine
and driver compartment. The light engines are serviceable and feature
the latest LUXEON A emitters that deliver high quality illumination with
great color (available in 2700K, 3000K and 4000K).
fraqtir’s proprietary optic uses
refraction and total internal reflection
(TIR) to channel and transform light
from LEDs into a smooth asymmetric
distribution.
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